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STI]DIES OF OXYGEN EXCHANGE BETI^]EEN

I,IATER AI{D METAL-EDTA COMPLEXES

Ronald Henry Voss, October L972

Abstract

Oxygen-l-B 1abe1led EDTA, dissolved in normal \¡raÈer, has been

used to examine the kinetÍcs of oxygen transfer between the solvent and

a varfeÈy of roeËal-EDTA coinplexes, Íneluding most of Ëhe lanthanides,

Ca, Th, and a few of the transítion metals. The labtlity of the oxygens

1s profoundly affeeted by the ionlc charge of the meÈal ín the chelate.

Thus, oxygen exchange in the Th(IV)-EDTA-I120 system shows a half-lífe

of L0 uínutes at 100 oC, while for comparable conditlons, Ca(II)-EDTA-H'O

shows a half-lífe of 100 days. The lanthanídes as a group show behavior

ÍnternedÍaËe between these extremes. WiËhin Ëhe 1aËter group, the

Labl1ity varies systenatlcally with aËomic nr:mber, Pr-EDTA (elenent 59)

belng most reactive and Yb-EDTA (element 70) least reacÈive. The maximum

variation across the group is about l-0-fo1d. InterpreËatíon of these

results is presented fn terms of the po1-arizing effect of the metal ion

on the electron density at the acetaËe groups. The variation in

labiIiÈy within the Lanthanide group can be accounËed for quanÈ1taÈively

by changes ln coordfnation number of the central meËal ion.
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INTRODUCT]ON

A great deal of experimental effort. has been devoted t.o the

study of the rate at which oxygen atoms ín inorganic oxyani.ons (SO3 ,

2- 2-CO^, I0;, etc.) and organic species (aldehydes, keËones, carboxylic
JJ

acids, etc.) exchange wiËh solvent \,¡aËer (f-7). The presenË study

which is concerned r'¡ith the exchange behavior of an oxygen-containing

substrate coordinated by a metal ion, is a departure from the trad-

itional type of research referred to above.

In recent years increasing emphasis has been placed on Ëhe

study of the Ëypes of react.íon undergone by coordÍnated ligands.

Much of this attention is a consequence of aËtempËs to elucidate

those factors whích determíne Ëhe effecËiveness of varíous metal

ions as catalysts for organic reactions. In addition, such inform-

aËion is of ímportance for the r.rnderstanding of organic syntheses and

enzymatíc processes promoted by metal ions. In Èhís light, oxygen

exchange sÈudíes of coordinaËed ligands offer a novel approaeh to the

problem of establishing whaË facËors contribute Èor¡ards the react-

ivity of coordinaËed ligands.

Dwyer (8) has mentioned thaË Ëhe interpretaÈion of metal ion

caËalysÍ-s is courpl-icated by a lack of precise knowledge of the part-

icipating species where labile complexes are concerned. According to

Martell (9) detailed equilibrium sÈudies are a rrecessary prerequisite

if the reacËion lcinetics are to be properly interpreted in terms of

specific solution const.ituenÈs. Ilowever, iÈ is raËher difficult to

apply this approach. (combining.equÍlihrir:m and kí¡retic data) since,

as Jones (10111) has pointed out, there are relatively few reactions



for r,¡hich both rate and equilibrium data are available for the simple

Teason that the detectíon of the conplex species present and determin-

ation of equilibríum constanËs for their formation ís diffículË co

accomplish wiËh a system undergoing reaction rapidly enough Ëo a11ow

good rate data Èo be obÈaíned. As a result of this "Jones uncertaintv

principle",

.i--lr-

^ 
I Information rr/\ I rnformarion ràl A [-cararrtic-l/ \ l ^_^^i^^-_^^^_* _,I /\ I I

/ \ | specíespresent,andl . | \ | l= Consranr,/ \ I .. I I \ | Ilequilibríurnconsrants | | \ leffect I

one is faced with a dilemma. rf such a caËalytically acËive system

is Èo be studied ín detail, the accurate determination of the relev-

ant equilíbria requires that the ligand reaction be slor,r, i.e., that

the sysËem be a poor catalyst. A study of the oxygen exchange of coor-

dinated ligands may overcome at least parË of the difficulties ref-
erred to above, in thaÈ in principle, the method allo¡¿s direcÈ kinetic

observation of systems in thermodynamic equilibrium. one follows

the approach toward a uniform distríbuËion of isotopíc tracer (r8o irt

the present study) among the varíous oxygen-conËaining species present

1n the svstem.
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1 - 1 Some AspecÈs of Metal Ion Catalysis

A very large number of reactíons are knornm in which metal ions

whÍch form coordination compounds acË as catalysËs. Since numerous

revíews on the reacÈions of coordinated ligands are available(g-20),

Ëhis section will include only a brief st¡nmary of the properÈies of

metal ions relevant to caÈalysis. On the basis of the manner in whích
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coordination affects the reactiviÈy of the ligand, Jones and Connor (20)

developed a classification scheme for the reactíons of coordinaËed 1ig-

ands whích includes the following Ëwo classes:

1. Instances where polarization of the ligand by the posiËive

charge of the cenËral metal ion is the príncipal source of any change

in reactiviËy.

2. Instances where coordínation allor¿s the ligand and another re-

acÈant to come Èogether more easily for react.ion in a mixed complex.

Class 1 of the scheme aríses from the ability of metal íons

in a chelate to acL as LewÍs acids, .withdrawing electrons from the

reactíon cenËre; thís action can facilitate the breaking of a bond or

attack by a nucleophile. The símplesË example of such an effecË is

the observaËion that a coordinaËed water molecule is considerably more

acidic than a free water moleculer ê.8. (L7), pKa(Fe{UrO¡rr3+¡=3

whereas pKa(HrO)=J..5.7. A faniliar example of meËal ion catalysis

utilizing this mode of action is considered Èo be found ín the metal

ion catalyzed hydrolysis of amino acid esters ( eq.1) discovered by

Kroll (21) in 1951.

t1l

"fl*

,/,..\i"' cfl
RCIF-C 

-6p'r-)vtt
H

un*

NE^ OH

J"1-l-o*, -R' oH> hYdrolYsis

l"

If the stabilíty constant may be regarded as a measure of Ëhe

ability of the metal ion Ëo accepË electrons, then in the cases where

the acidity of Ëhe cenËral meËal ion is Ëhe donínant factor in catalysis,
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one might expect Èo find a correlation between complex stabilíty and

catalytic power (1f). Such a relationshíp is indeed frequently found

in non-enzymat.ic reacÈions. Kro11 (2L), for example, establíshed a

correspondence betr,¡een the catalytic effect of the metal ions (CoZ* ,
2+ )J- . tr-

Cu-' , lufn-' , Cat+, and Mg'') and Èheir increasíng "tendencytt to enter

into complex formation. More relevant to the presenË study is the

observation Ëhat in the lanthaníde ion catalyzed deearboxylation of

oxaloacetic acid, a correlation was established betr¿een the caËalytic

effect of the lanthanide ion and the stabilíty of the chelaËe compounds

of the lanthanide oxaloacetates (22¡.

One of the advantages of a metal ion as a catalyst is its

availabíliÈy at hígh pH values where the concentration of hydrogen

ions is so low that theír catalytic effect cannot be significanL, In

Ëhís respect, metal ions have been called "super-protonst', however,

despite Èhe higher positive charge which Ëhey can bear, metal ions are

frequenÈly not as effective in polarÍzing coordínaËed substrates.

The polarization effect of metal ions is frequently appealed

Ëo in order Ëo explain the catalytic effect of meËal ions. Protons

perform a similar funcËion in the corresÞonding acid-catalyzed reactions;

an example of which (analogous to Ëhe metal ion caËalysis of eq.l)is

Èhe familiar acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of a carboxylic ester by an

A-2 mechanísm :

0H+ HoO OH

R-C-ORr + g* --- n_ë_ont--lr s- -- ìö Öttr+
t2) ,lf

RCo2H + RCo2Ht + 'RorI = = *-EÏoË*'
OH
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The greater effect of the proton is likely associated v¡ith its

extremely small radius (tO-l3sn¡ whích is smaller than the typical

radius of metal ions by 5 orders of magniËude. Furthermore, the

effect of the charge of the metal ion ís shared by several donors so

thaË its fu1l effect for any one donor atom is reduced, whereas, the

full charge of the proton ís usually embedded in the electronic

charge cloud of a donor atom. The superior qualiËies of a meËa1

ion catalyst are therefore generally restricted to its availability at

high pH.

Various researchers (see, for example, Ref . l-6) concerned r,¿ith

reactíons at coord.inated ligands have also stressed the imporËance of

mixed complexes (class 2) wherein the metal ion cont,ríbutes to Ëhe

ease of reaction by brínging togeËher both components of a bimolec-

ular reacËíon r^rithin iËs coordinaËion sphere, and also by holding the

reactants in positions favorable for reaction. This aspect of meËal

íon catalysis is a result of the multibonding capacity of metal ions

(i.e. Ëheír ability to coordínaËe several donor atours), a possibility

not realizabLe in proton caËalysis.

L - 2 The Lanthanide-EDTA-H?0 SysÈem

EDTA has been selecËed as the substrate for the oresent invest-

igation of the effect of complexaËion of a carboxylaËe on the lability

of its oxygen atoms $rith respect to exchange with solvent water. Ttris

choice was made because of the ability of this ligand Èo form sÈable,

soluble, 1:1 complexes with pracËically all the polyvalent metal ions

(precisely those properties which account for EDTATs uËi1iÈy and versa-

tl.lity as a titrant for meÈal ions (23) ).
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The present, study ís concerned mainly with the kinetics of oxygen

transfer between Ëhe solvenË and a majority of the lanthanide (Ln)-EDTA

complexes. The coordination chemisÈry of Ëhe lanth¿nides has been the

subject of numerous reviews (24-29). The lanthanídes, consisting of

lanthanurn (La) and the succeeding 14 elernents, form the largest series

of chemically sinnilar elements in the períodic table. The normal val-

ence of the Ln ion is 3*. The properties of the lanthanide complex

specÍes can besË be understood through a consideration of both the

electroníc configuration and radius of the cations. L"3* has Ëhe

electronic configuration of the closed Xe shell and the succeeding

elements in Èhe series successively add 14 eleetrons to Ëhe 4f subshell.

All of the cations are basically of the noble gas type; the distíng-

uishing 4f electrons being essentially shielded by Ëhe inËervening 5s

and 5p elecËron orbíËals from direct environmental and chemical effects.

Consequently, the bondíng of ligands to Ln ions is considered to be

predominantly eleeËrostatic \^riËh 1iËtle if any interacËion betr,reen

the 4f orbiËals and ligand orbítals, in contrast Ëo the sËrong inter-

acLions between 3d orbitals and the ligand orbítals found in Ëhe bond-

ing of l-igands Ëo transítion metal íons. (ffre reader ís referred to

Karrakerts review paper (28) for a concise comparison of the bonding

and coordination properties of these two series of elemenËs.) The fill-

ing of the 4f subshell is aeeompanÍed by a shrinkage of Èhe ionic rad-

ius (popularly referred to as the "l-anthanide contracËion") in a regular
i+ ?+

fashion from La- (1.16 Â) to Lu -' (0.93 Â) (30); see Fig.l. Inasmuch

as the inËeraction of the Ln3* íons with ligands is largely elecËrostatic,
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!!Èt. ¡

Vari.atÍon with aÈomic number of the ionic

radiÍ (:O¡ and ( 1o916 of ) the stabilíty

constants for complex formation with EDTA

(64) of the Ërivalent lanthanide ions

(Note: The íonic radíí (30) are for octa-

hedral coordination.)
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these íons offer an excellent. opportuníËy for a systematíc study of

the ínfluence of the size of the central ion on its behavior in chel-

aËe formation (and in particular the effect of ionic size on the rate

of oxygen exchange of coordínated EDTA).

A characËerization of the species present ín solution ís nec-

essary for a meaningful inËerpretaÈion of the rate data in oxygen

exchange studies. There is considerable ínterest in the structure of

aqueous meËal complexes involvíng the EDTA anion. A number of earlier

papeïs (prior to L962) have been summarized by Garvan (31). The struc-

tures that the EDTA complexes of various transition metal ions adopt

ín solutÍon are uncertain (except ín,Èhe caselof Èhe substituËion-

inert Co(III) complex ) and conËinue to be a matter of dispute (32-34).

EDTA has six aËoms (four oxygen and two nitrogen atoms) through which,

potentially at least, it can bond to a metal ion. Much of the current

controversy with respect to the transíÈion metal EDTA complexes concerns

Ëhe nr¡nber of donor groups of the ligand which are actually coordinated

to the metal ion (chelation number or denËicity of the ligand.) This

uncerÈainty of the naÈure of the complex species present in aqueous so1-

utlon ís a consequence of the absence of any uneguivocal method for

the, deterninaËion of th-e structures of such species in aqueous solution.

Our understanding of the Ln-EDTA eomplexes ís also íncompl-ete;

however, there has been a steady progress over the pasÈ twenty years

towards a clearer picture. From observations orl the stabiliÈy cons-

tants (35) (plotted in Fig.1 vs. atomic nr:mber) and thermochemical

parameters (36), AH and AS, for complex formatíon with EDTA in aque-

ous solutíon (sq. 3 ) :
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l3l r,n(onr)3+ + EDrA4- 
--> 

Ln(EDrA)(oH2); + (ur-n) H2o

some of the earlíer workers proposed that the chelation number changed

abruptly at Gd (gadoliniurn) wiËhin Ëhe series ( sexaden¿aÈe to quin-

quedentate (35) , or quinquedentate to quadridentate (36)) r,,ríth r¡later

molecules occupying the remaining positions of an assumed octahedraL

coordinaËion sphere. However, ample evidence now exists Ëo supPort Ehe

vier¿ thaÈ Ëhe coordinaÈion number (C.N.) of the lanthanides is greater

than six (24-29) and probably 8, 9,. or 10 ; so that even Ëhe Ln-EDTA

couplexes are expecËed to be sti11 parÈially hydrated in aqueous solution.

Strong evídence in support of this hypoËhesis ís provided by crystal

structuïe deterninations by Hoard et al. (37) of some hydrated salts of

Ëhe La(EDTA) íon. They found La3+ to be coordinated Ëo one EDTA molecule

and three \¡Iater molecules (giving a net C.N. of 9) ; the enËire arrange-,

menË is approximately that of two hemispheres , one containing Ëhe 3

water molecules , and the other , Èhe 6 EDTA donor sites (Fíg. 2).

Although iË is hazardous Ëo extrapol-ate these results to aqueous solutions,

the exístence of more highly coordinated species in hydrate crysËals

suggests Èhat they uray be important in solutÍon as well. If r¡e assume

that a high C.N. is preserved ín aqueous solution, then a reasonable

representaËion of the Ln-EDTA complexes is :

/\rH /Hlt\r \o/ lo
t

dD)
In this arrangemenÈ, EDTA utilizes all síx of íts donor atoms , and,
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Fig. 2

Structure of the La(III) trihydrate

ethylenediamíneËetraacetaËe complex in

rhe salr IA.a(EDTA),8H?O ( Ref . 37 \.
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in addítion, there are n \¡raËer molecules within the prímary coor-

dination sphere gíving a net C.N. of (6 + n).

Varíous authors have expressed the opiníon that owing to the

"lanthanide. contraction" , partially-hydrated comptrexes , in general ,

(38, 39,40) and, in partícular, the EDTA complexes (37,4l-, 42, 43)

are expected to undergo a change in coordination number somewhere in

the middle of the lanËhanide series. Such a change is also considered

to be revealed in Ëhe irregular progression of the enthalpy (^H) and

entropy (AS (44), see Fig.3) changes assocíated with the conplex form-

ation reaction (eq.3) (37, 4L, 42, 43). The explanaËion offered pro-

ceeds somewhat as follows. As the radius of the Lrr3* ion decreases

from La3* to Lu3* (and the polarizing ability of the ion increases)

EDTA can reach furËher around Ëhe cation. The ultiurate effect of this

shrinkage of the "lígand envelope" is the ejection of anoËher Írater

molecule from the coordínaËion sDhere occurrins within the series be-

Ëween Sm and Tb. Because of the additional release of !üater, the form-

ation of the complex containtng one l-ess water mol-ecule Ln(¡OtA)(HZO)-n_f

is entropieally favored, and the observed entropy increase (fig.3) can

be explained. In the regíon between Sm and Tb an equilíbrium is prop-

osed (43) between two Ëypes of EDTA complexes dífferíng in their degree

of hydration:

Ln(EDTA) (oH2);

lLn(EDTA) (oH2);-tl

lln(EDTA) (0H2); l

which in the series Sm, Eu, Gd, and Tb is gradually shifted towards the

t4l

Ks
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Fig. 3

Entropy change, AS , for the Ln-EDTA

complex formaÈion reaction ( eq. 3 );
for ¡r = 0.1 M, 20"C (44) .

( fhe signifícance of the syrobols 51

and 52 is gíven in the text, p. 13.)
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right. Geíer and Karlen (43) were able to aËtach some quantitative
signíficance to the above interpretaEion by evaluating Ëhe equilíbrír:ur

constanÈs for reaction 4. The relative amounts of the two complexes

were determined from the distances s, and s, as indícaËed for sm ín
Fig. 3. Additional evídence for the exisÈence of an equílibrium such

as [4] has been obtaíned at least for the europium complex from

specÈrophotometric (45, 46, 47) and polarographic studíes (4g) of
aqueous soluÈions of Èhe Eu-EDTA complex. The equilibrium constants,

Ks, evaluat.ed from spectrophotometric studies (45, 46, 47) vrere in
good agreemenË r,¡íth the values derived from thermodynarníc data (43) .

As regards Ëhe aquo íons, conflicting opiníons have arisen.

one group maíntains that the C.N. of Ëhe aquo ions also changes across

Èhe serie s (29, 37 , 49, 50) and is probably 9 for the ions fron La3f
?¿to NdJ-, 8 for the ions from Tb3* to Lu3+; wiËh the intermediaÈe j_ons

?+ t, ?+sm"', ErJl and Gd'- being mixtures of both Ëypes. spedding's ínter-
preËation (49) is based on the observation that the apparenË mola1

volumes of the Lrr3* iorrs show a non-uonoËonic development (becoming

smaller from La to Nd, becoming larger from Nd Ëo Tb, and then d.ecreas-

ing once more from Tb to yb). on the other hand., Geier (43,45, 46)

and Anderegg (40) are not convinced. that the c.N. of the aquo ions

changes. Geier consÍders Ít probable ÈhaÈ the c.N. is 9, correspondíng

t,o a trigonal prismatic structure as found from an x-ray crystallo-
graphic study by Helmholz (Sf) for rhe Nd(OH2)93* gror'rping in rhe solÍd
compound Nd(BrOr) 

3. 9H20.

on the basis of a) their interpretaËion of the thermodvnanic
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data for EDTA complexation(as described earlier) and b) the assr:mption

that Ëhe C.N. of a1l aquo lanthanide íons was consËanË across the

series and equal to 9 (that is, m=9 in eq. 3 and n=3 in eq.4), Geier

and Karlen (43) investigated the Ëhermodynamics for mixed complex form-

ation (thaÈ is, the formatíon of complexes Ln(ÐTA) (L) (0H2)x where L=

anions of OXS, IDA or tlff) and found their daÈa to be compaEible v¡iÈh

their original hypotheses (a) and b) ). The tr¿o Ëypes of eomplexes in

equílibrir:m t4] can Èhen be represented schematically as follows:

K,,)
_l

föÐ)
(Lnq)

tsl

Geíer and Karlen (43) and KosËromina and Tananaeva (47) are in

agreement thaË equilibriurn forms ("isomeric" forms (47) ) of Ln-EDTA

complexes exist in. the middle of the lanthanide series. However,

Ëhese authors are not in agreemenË r^¡ith regards Ëo Ëhe nature of the

I'isomeric" species. Kostromina and Tananaeva claim that the two equil-

ibriun forms (eq.4) may differ in the denticity of the ligand, the

nturber of water molecules present, or in Èhe arrangement of the donor

atoms ín the imrnediate environment of the meÈal ions. Kostromina

and Tananaevats viewpoínt of the two types of Eu compl-exes in equilibrium

(EuA- and EuA-.) whích may be represented as shovm in equaÈion 6 ,-ILL'

differs from that of Geier and Karlen shor,m in equation 5.

The ísomeric species EuA, and Eútt correspond to the Eu9

("''¡) 2

fÕT)
(Lng)

+ Hzo

* R.f.r Lo page v. for Ëhe formulas of these lígands.
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("'i) ,

t6r rot*

("t'' (".'..rr" 
) ,

or 
rdn* 

+

\
s-

Hzo

( EuAr ) I nuar, )

= unattached carboxylate group )

and Eu, complexes identified by Geier and Jdrgensen (46) from a specËro-

PhotomeËríc sËudy sirnilar to that of Kostromina and Tananaeva. On the

basís of a coincidence in the absorptíon band of the protonated complex

(pH<4) wÍÈh that of the normal complex EuAlr Kostromina and Tananaeva

conclude thaË the composiÈíon of the inner sphere ís Ëhe same in both

complexes, one of the carboxyl gïoups beÍng unattached (as shown in

eq.6 for the specíes EuAl). This coincidence in Ëhe position of the

absorption bands is also consisËent with Geier and Karl-enrs depiction of

the normal complex ( Lng in eq. S ). I{oard's observaÈion (from a

crystallographic sËudy of the prot,onated La-EDTA complex (52) ) that on

protonatíon the coordination sphere can be expanded ( with the protonated

carboxyl group remaining attached to the metal ion ) , would favor a

9-coordinated species for Ëhe protonated eomplex having a structure

similar to that of Ln9 ( eq. 5 ) and Ëhus accounË for the coincidence

in theír absorption bands. Geier and Karlenrs viewpoint of the hydration

equilibrium ( eq. 5 ) ís preferred to that of KosÈromina and Tananaeva,

since in the light of abundant experiment.al evidence for an expanded

coordination number and Hoardrs crystallographic studíes on Èhe La-EDTA

cornpl-ex (37) , it ís un1-ikely that a carboxyl group remaÍns unaËÈached

4

/),
I

Ð)
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as proposed by Kostromina and Tananaeva ( eq. 6 ).

A recent study by Grenthe and Ots (53) on the lanthanide digly-

colate complexes , provides rle\¡r evidence ín support of Geier's proposed

hydratíon equílíbria [4]. A maximum in the plot of the heat capacity

change (^CpZ) for Ëhe formation of the 1:2 Ln-díglycolate complexes vs.

aËomíc number vras interpreted as due to the presence of hydration equilíbria

r,rhich (according Ëo an expected similarity in the geomeËry of the Ln-

EDTA cornplex (37) and the complex formed by the coordínation of trvo

(terdentate) diglycolate ligands to the Ln3* ions) are expected to be

similar to those proposed by Geier (43) for the EDTA complexes. In

additíon, measured ACp values for the corresponding EDTA complex formation

(53) supporÈ Geier's claíms of hydration equilibria existing among some

lanthanide complexes ín Ëhe middle of the series '

The studies of Geier (43), Spedding (49), Graffeo (50) 
' and

Grenthe (53) also serve to illustrate a favorite relationship employed

by researchers in the field of lanËhanide complexation. This relationship is

between some property of Ëhe individual complexes ( e.g. ' an apparent

molal voh¡me (49), enthalpy (^H) or entropy (AS) change for eomplex

formation (43), rate constant for complex formation (50), heat capaciËy

change (^Cp) for complex formation (53) , or some oËher parameËer ) and

the recíprocal of the cationic radius ( or in some cases the atomic

number). The point of view most often advanced by these (and other)

researchers in the interpretation of their data is thaË a change in the

continuity of a properËy as the ionic size decreases ( or aËomíc no.

increases) is considered to be evidence for a change in the C.N. of the

lanthanide ion. This viewpoint r¿hich Èhis author Ëakes the liberËy to
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call the "discontinuity principle" has been explicitly stated by

Karraker (28) and Andereeg (40).

There is clearly a tvro-foid interest in examining Èhe raËe

of oxygen exchange for Ëhe Ln-EDTA complexes. Such a sËudy might províde

evÍdence for meËa1 ion promotíon of oxygen exchange between a

earboxylate and vrat.er. In addition, an examination of Ëhe effect. of the
âl

size of Èhe Ln"' ion on the rate of oxygen exchange may be expected

t.o provide further clues about variations in the sËructure of the

group as a whole,

I - 3 Isotopic Exchange Reactíons

An exchange reaction occurs when

ínterchange between trüo or more chemical

may be v¿ritten símply as :

AJ(* + BX

aËoms of a gíven element

forms of this element , and

+ BX*

where AX and BX are two chemically distinct. specíes íncorporaËíng a

given (eommon) atom X. IË should be noted Ëhat no net chemical change

takes place in these reactions. The term "isotopíc exchange ïeacËionrr

arises since such an exchange process ís not observable unless one of

the react.ants ís "tagged" or labelled with a (radioactive or stable)

ísotope (índícated above by an asterisk). Tsotopic exchange ínvestigations,

fn general, give information about the raËe at which complete random-

izatlon of distribution is approached by a tracer ín a system that is ín

chemical equilibrium. It has been shown that regardless of the actual

mechanísm or mechanisms responsible for the Èransfer of X from AX to BX

(and vice versa), the rate of appearance of tracer in BX ( or dísappearanee
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ín AX) will follor,v a first order rate law , which leads to the following

expression for the gross rate, R , at whích X atoms (both labelled (X:t)

and unlabelled ) interchange between AX and BX; ( for a deri-

vaÈion see Ref. 54 ) :

-2.303 ablog(1 -F)
l7l (McKay Equation)

(a+b) È

where a = no. g-atoms of X per liËre in species AX, b = no. g-atoms

of X per litre in specíes BX, and F = fraction of exchange at time t

( for a definítion of F, see eq. 9 on page 22.)

The above relaËionship was first deríved by H.A.C. McKay ín 1938

and is commonly referred Lo as Ëhe ÌfcKay Equation. R can be deËermined

from the slope of the 1og10(1 - F) agaínst tíme linear ploË or more

convenienÈly by esÈimating the half-lífe of exchange, tt/Z , from this

plot (when F = 0.5) and substiËutíng ín the expression :

0.693 a b
t8l R=

tt/Z( a + b)

The raËe of an isotopic exchange reacËion is most usually

characterized by the half-life which by equatíon B,ls relaËed to R,

the ËoÈal number of exchanges (traeer and non-tracer) occurring in

uniÈ Ëime (cornmonly expressed ín units of g-atoms X 1-I "-1 . )

R
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EXPERT}ÍENTAL

2 - L MaËerials

Stock solutions ( = 0.01 M ) of the lanthanide nitrates l¡ere

prepared by dissolving the respecËíve oxides ( gg.99 % purity , American

PoËash and Chemical Corp. ) in a slight excess of nitric acid. Corres-

ponding stock solutions Í.or caz+, cr2*, zn}* , Ní2*, and Th4* ions vrere

prepared from their respecËive ( reagant grade ) nitraËe salËs. The

solution concenËrations v¡ere determined by back titratíon of excess EDTA

with a standard copper nitrate soluÈion; the end point being deËermíned

poËentiometrically using a mercury indicator electrode (56) Chloro-

acetíc acid enriched in 18O *r" prepared by dissolvíng L2 g of C1CH2COOH

(Fisher Certified) in 36 rn1 of vrater enriched to about L.6 atom 7. ín
1Q'"0 ( Yeda Research and Development Co. Ltd. ) and equilíbrating at 50oC

f.or 4-5 days. Labelled EDTA was prepared by condensation of the labelled

chloroacetic acid wiËh eËhylenediamine (57) |

(-3H2NH2)2 
i 

4 cr-cr12cooH

{ 
8 uaott

[-CII2N(CH2C0ONa)2 12 + 4NaCl + 4H2O

| 
".,tl/

[ -cH2N(cH2CooH) Z ]Z + pH 1.5

the l80-enriched EDTA ( ca. 1.5 aËom Z as compared with ca.

0.2 7" for natural abundance ) was purified by dissolving Ëhe materÍal

in NaOII and reprecípitaÈing iË with HCl. The product was dried for

several hours at 110' C. A pH-tiÈratíon curve and MIR spectrum r¡ras

obtained for a sample of the prepared ¡naËerial. Good agreement of these

Èwo pieces of information with símilar deÈerminations repeated on a
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commercial grade sample of EDTA provided a check on the producËrs

authenÈicity .

2 - 2 Sample Preparation and Isotopie Analysís

The rate of ísotopic exchange between an oxygen-containing

substrate and water is determined by measuring the rate of change of

the 180 
"orrt.nt 

in eíther of the exchanging components of the system

with time . Since Ëhe water is usually in large excess such that its

isotopic composition can be considered Ëo be nearly constanL, it ís

preferable ( whenever possible ) to fo11ow th. 180 content of the

substrate ( starting either v/ith labe1led water or l-abelled substrate

(the latter being more economical of the 18O tr"..r¡ ).

The present deËermínation of the rate of oxygen exchange between

various metal-EDTA complexes and solverit qTater involved adding weighed

samples of l8O-.rrriched EDTA to the various metal niËrate stock solutions

to gíve a solution ca. 0.01 M in the corresponding metal-EDTA complex

( generally about 5 Z excess of Ëhe metal was added to ensure that the

EDTA was completely complexed ). For each indivídual run, Èhe pII was

adjusÈed ( by addition of either perchloric acíd or sodium hydroxide )

and six 3-m1 aliquots vrere sealed in glass ampoules r¡hich were placed in

an oil bath thermostaËed at 104 oC. The ampoules were withdrav,¡n at timed

intervals and cooled rapidly in liquid aÍr in order to?rsLop'the exchange

reactÍon. To follow the progress of the exchange reacËion , it was

necessary Èo separate Ëhe EDTA from solution and. analy ze f.or its 180

conËent. The experimental technique used to accomplish the separation

( except in Ëhe case of Ca ) and 18o analysis of the EDTA is summarized

in Fig. 4. After additíon of conc. Hclo¿ ( - L/4 nL ) ro give a medium
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Fig. 4

SchematÍc of experiuental : separation

and 180 analysis of complexed EDTA.



( Y = EDTA4-, M = metal ion )

M(Y) IIClO¿

CaÈion resin
column, H - form

(1 - r) = (Ro - Rr) / (Ro - R-).

+

M reËainea'l\ Ef rluenr

,/' 
n v+ ""a Hev2* )

Hzyr/ror*"oon- ,,

I ¿e+

Ag(I)-EDTA ppte.

I

'1, ^ 
lso'c

coz

I

Mass analy"i" rol 180/160 ratio = Rr

then
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ca. 1 M ín acid, each aliquot ( generally six per run ) was passed

through a cation exchange resin ( Dowex AG 50 I^I-XB , hydrogen form ) .

The caËions úrere reËained on the resin coh:mn, and the effluenË contain-

ing "free" ( or uncomplexed ) EDTA v¡as brought to pH-5 (blue to bromo-

cresol green indicator) by addition of a dilute NaOH solutíon. (Exchange

induced during this separation procedure was negligible since at room

temperature and under relati-vely drast.ic conditions (-4 M HC10a ), the

half-life of exchange for "free" EDTA rvas found to be of the order of

2 days.) Approxímately 1.5 ml of 0.5 M ASNO, solution was added, and

the precipitate of Àg(I)-EDTA r¿as filtered, washed wíth acetone , and

vacuum dried. For the Ca complex, the EDTA was precipiËated as the silver

salt at pH 4 without prÍor removal of the C"2* iorr" on the cation exchange

resín, since at Ëhis pH, the hydrogen ion concentration was suffícient

to dísrupt the Ca-EDTA complex.

The silver salt was Ëhen pyrolvzed at

give CO2 which was collecËed and analyzed on a

specrromeÈer for rhe ( 46/(44+45) ) ratio, R

150"C for abouË 5 min to

Varían-Mat GD 150 mass

(L2CL6aL8o / ( 12ç160160

+ 13c16o160 + L2cL6oL7o ) ), which gives Ëhe relative abundance of
1R*"0 in ttre CO2 samples. The half-life of the exchange reacLion was

derived gt"pni""fly from the McKay ploË for each run, where , F , the

fracÈíon exchanged aË time t , Í/as evaluaËed from Ëhe relaËionship :

tel F=(Ro-Rr)/(Ro-R-)

where Ro, R¡, and R- refer to the isotopic eomposition of Ëhe CO2

samples aË time zeto, t, and isotopic equílibrium respecËively. The rate

of oxygen exchange r¿as calculated usíng equatíon 8. Treatment of the

data for a Èypical run is given in the appendix.
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Considerations of lonic Strength

The rates of oxygen exchange for the present study vrere deËer-

mined in solutions whose íonic sËrengËh \,ras not conËrolled.

The major objecËive of this work was to do a comparaËive sÈudy of

the effects of various meËal ions on Ëhe raËe of oxygen exchange of com-

plexed EDTA. In this respect, a control of the íonÍc strength was noË

deemed necéssary. For example, in an investigaÈion of the effect of the

size of varíous lanËhanÍde íons on Ëhe rate of oxygen exchange, all- of the

Ln-EDTA eomplexes were studied at the same concenËration (0.01) and, hence,

the same ionic sËrength (- 0.04). Furthermore, on the basis of Ëheoretícal

treatmenËs of the influence of ionic strength on the rate of a reacËíon

(A + B + producËs, raçe = k[A] [B]), the fol-l-owing rel-ationship has been

derived (K. J. Laidler, Chemical Kínetics. McGraw Hill (1965), page 220)z

lo8r'k - loer'ko + I.02 ZOZ, /v, where ZO and Z" are the charges on the

reacËanËs A and B respectively. Accordíng Ëo the above equation, the rate

should be independent of þ, íf one of the reacËanËs is a neutral molecule

(Z*ZS = Q). Hor"rever, more rÍgorous treatments predict a small ionic-sÈrength

effect (K. J. Laidler, 1oc. cit. page 229). SÍnce the present invesËigation

invol-ves reacËions between hTater (a neutral molecule) and various meËal-EDTA
(n- L\

compl-exes (MY\"-+'r,, the effect of Íonic sËrength ís not consídered to be

sfgníficant. Thís expectation is substantiated Ëo some exËent by 0tConnorfs

studíes of oxygen exchange between EDTA and riraÈer. A relatÍ-vely large

decrease in ioníc strength (1.0 - 0.1) caused the rate to lncrease by a

factor of abouË 1"4.

On the basís of the arguments presented above, the failure to

adjust the 1oníc strength hras noË considered to be a serious ouission.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3 - l- EDTA-trIater Oxygen Exchange

In order to evaluate the effect of metal ions on the rate of

exchange of the oxygen atoms of EDTA wíth solvent water, it is necessary

Ëo have a knor¿ledge of the exchange characteristics of "free" or

uncomplexed EDTA.

As a result of deËailed studies of several carboxylic acids ,

OrConnor and Llewellyn (58) r¡ere abl-e to establish the major mechanisms

for oxygen exchange and assess theír relative contributions. 0n the basis

of their work, several general statements can be made regarding oxygen

exchange betr¿een carboxylic acíds and water. AË room ËemperaÈure the

exchange of carboxylic acíds with waËer occurs slowly and is acid

eataLyzed. Acíd caËalysis is the most conmonly occurring mechanism for

a carboxylic acíd to exchange its oxygen atoms wíth solvent \^rater. The

mechanism ( eq. 10 ) can be represented by a rapid protonation of the

.-¿:,, +

18^"+
rapído R_c("^

-oH

18ôû +
Y"2

+ H-O rate determíníng step I

z rr'r,-w¡1

"ro*

[ 10]

.^
H++ R-{ +

\H

carbonyl- oxygen followed by nucleophilíc attack by water

carbonyl carbon; subsequent elininatÍon of water may lead to

Aníons of carboxylic acids do noË appear to exchange

in neutral or basic sol-uËions at room Ëemperature. At higher

tto",

I
OH

(Tvpe r)

at the

exchange.

with waËer

Ëemperatures,

exchange
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however, t\,ro further mechanisms have been established, - rraËer attack on

the carboxylic acid :

RCO,H + tto", slow exchanget (Type rr)
LL

and r¿ater attack on Ehe carboxvlate ion :

Rco; + tto", srow exchanget (Type ïrr)

0rConnor and Llev¡ellyn, however , have found evidence that

reactions of the type II are not important except under the influence

of a favorabl-e inducËive effecÈ, as in trífluoroaceÈic and trichloro-

acetic acids. In theír t.reatment of rate data for oxygen exchange,

OrConnor and Llervellyn also neglect exchange due to attack on a carboxyl-

aÈe by a hydroxyl ion; sueh an attack being inherently improbable on

electrostaËic grounds.

The possible structures for the EDTA soecies present in

aqueous solution (59) are shov¡n in the ionizatíon scheme of Fíg.5b.

Let d6, 05, d4, c 3, dzr d1, cro respectively be Ëhe fractions of the

ÈoÈal EDTA concenÈraËion present as H6Y2+, H5Y*, H4Y, H3Y- , H2Y2-, HY3-,

L-
and Y' ( where Y = EDTA ). Then c6_o can be evaluated from the values

of the dissociation constants and the hydrogen ion concentraËion,

e.g. cr4. = KrKl ¡u+Ja / ( KrKrrKlKzK3K4 * K'K'K'K2K3[H+] * K1K11K1R¡IH+12

' a 
l-K--tn+14 + K-[H+]5 + [n+]6 )KrKrrKl[H-]- r I-r-tr.-- , -r.

The distribution of the various species as a funcÈion of pH is shown in

Fig. 5a. For Èhe constructíon of Fig. 5a, the values used for the

dÍssociation consÈants are : Kl = l-.02 X i-O-2 , KZ = 2.L4 X. 1¡O-3 ,

K3 = 6.gZ X L0-7 , K4 = 5.50 X 10-11 , obtained by Schwarzenbach and

a
Ackermann (60) at U = 0.1 and 20o , K, = 0.15 , and KII = 3.31 X L0-",

obtained by Tananaev and Tereshin (61) at 20'.

Recently OrConnor (62) has made a thorough Ínvestigation of the
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Fíg 5

a) nelatíve conceriEration of EDTA species as

a function of pII

b) IonizaËion scheme for EDTA shorving possible

structures for various species ( N-¡l =

NCII2CH2N , and N-O = NCH2CO2- ) .
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oxygen exchange. reaction of EDTA with solvenË \.Jater. fn teras of the

various EDTA specíes present at different pH values, O'Connor was able

to explain her rate data by postulating seven mechanistic paÈhs ior

exchange, each of which fits into reactions of eiÈher type I or type

III discussed above.

Rates of exchange determined in Ehe present work ín the pH

range 1-7 and in the vicinity of 100 'C (fa¡te t) are in reasonable

agreement (Fig. 6) with those obtaíned by O'Connor at 101 oC, p = 0.1.

The íonic sËrengËh \nras not conËrolled in the present study. The con-

centrat.ion of EDTA for OtConnorrs study r47as generally 0.05 M. For the

purpose of comparíson, therefore, the raËes of exchange have been express-

ed as specific rates, obt.ained by dividing the observed rates of

exchange, R, by the total EDTA concent,ration, IEDTA]toË.

3 - 2 Oxygen exchange of Ln-EDTA Complexes trith tr^IaÈer

(i) pH-dependence

An investigation was made of the p}l-dependence of the rate of

oxygen exchange for two Ln-EDTA complexes selected from opposite halves

of the lanthanide series; Ëhe resulÈs of this study are given in Table 2

and are shown graphícally in Fig. 7 (note that the ordínate is a

negatíve log plot of the rate such that larger numbers correspond to a

slower rate of exchange). Observe that beyond pH 4 the EDTA complexed

by the lighter (larger) ion (Pr3+) exchanges approximately Ëen tiues

more rapídly than the EDTA complexed by Ëhe heavier (smaller) ion (Er3+).

Also shown for comparison is the pH "orofilet' for "free" EDTA
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TABLE

Exchange of 180-¡trA wirh Hro

IEDTA] Temp.
(moles

1-') ( 'c)
( g-atoms

aa
oxygen l-ts-')

¿
p^-

R / IEDTA]
(s-')

ú
- rog16RpH t"/,

0.005 100

0.005 100

0.005 100

0.005 100

0.005 100

0.005 100

0.005 100

0.005 100

0.010 101

0.010 101

0.010 101

1.0 15.B min

1.5 48.0 min

2.0 1.87 h

2.4 3.66 h

3.0 I2.7 l'L

3.5 L.43 d

3.9 2.75 d

4.5 5.00 d

5.0 5.00 d

6.0 9.90 d

7.0 32.5 d

2,92 x LO-5

9,62 x LO-6

4,L2 x 110-6

2.08 x 10-6

6.06 x LO-7

2.24 x LO'7

1.16 x 10-7

6.41 x 10-8

L.26 x LO'7

.R
6.36 x 10 "

1.93 x 10-8

5.84 x 10-3

1.92 x 10-3

8.24 x LO-4

4.L6 x L0-4

1.21 x 10-4

4.49 x LO-5

2.32 x L0-5

1-.28 x 10-5

1.26 x LO-5

6.36 x 10-6

-â1.93 x 10 -

2.23

2.72

3.08

3. 38

3.92

4.35

4.63

4.89

4.90

5.20

5.7L
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FÍg. 6

Dependence of the rare of Hzo - l8o-rnte

exchange on pH :

O otConnorts results (101'c, u = 0.1)

O thís work (100-101"C)
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TABLE 2

Hydrogen ion dependence of the

between \e'ater and EDTA complexed by

( TernperaËure = 104 'C )

of oxygen exchange
4r

. _ Jt .and .br 10ns

rate
{-t-Pr-

Pr-EDTA-H^O Svstem

-

?-L
I Pr-' ] IEDrA]

(moles , (rnoIçs
1-') t-')

R
( g-atoms. .
oxygen l-rs-t)

pH
tt/z

(days)
- 1c¡ç R--o10--

0 .0105

0.0105

0.0105

0 .0105

0.0105

0.0105

0.0105

0.0100

0.0100

0 .0100

0.0100

0.0100

0.0105

0.0105

.r78

1. 38

2.63

,^7

2.80

2.46

2.25

3.55

4.s7

2.40

2.40

2.30

2.57

2.82

1o-6
1

10

1

10

a

10

1

10

LO-7

t-0

5.45

6.34

6.62

6.62

6.64

6.s9

o.))

2

J

5

6

B

10

X

x

Er-EDTA-H^O Svstem

1J-
I Er-' ] IEDTA]
(moles, (mo1-eç

L-r) 1:t)

R
( g-aËoms, 

"oxygen l-ts-')
pH

t.
L/2

(days)
- loSrOR

0.0105

0.0105

0.0105

0.0L05

0.0105

0.0105

0.0100

0 .0100

0.0100

0.0100

0.0100

0.0100

2

J

4

5

8.4

.087

.27L

4.77

26.0

30.2

33.5

7.38

2.36

L.54

2.45

2.08

l_.90

10-6

1o-6

10

10-8

10-8

10-8

5. 13

5.63

6.81

7.6L

7 .68

7 .72

x

x

x

x
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Fig. 7

pH dependence of the rate of oxygen exehange

for complexed and uncomplexed ("free") EDTA at

104'C; 0.01 M.
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aË a comparable concentration (0.01 M) in Ëhe absence of Ln 3* rorr".

(The poínts for the pH 1-7 regíon and the pH B-10 region r,^rere calcu-

lated from the specific rates oí reactíon, R/IEDTA]tot, from Table 1

of this work and Table 5(a) from O'Connorrs paper (62) respecËively

on the basis of IEDTA]ËoË = 0.0f M ). Beyond pH 4, Pr appears to

promote oxygen exchange with respect to the "free" EDTA. Er does not

appear to become effective untíl pH 7, and even Èhen, the effect is

small. In addition to the Ln compl-exes, investigations of a few oËher

metal-EDTA complexes have been made; results for two of which have been

íncluded here (Fig.7) . The tetravalent thorium ion has a very pron-

ounced effect on Ëhe rate; EDTA complexed by this ion exchanges approx-

imately 350 times more rapidly Ëhan the "free" EDTA (at pn 5 at least).

The divalent Ca ion appears, in fact, to ínhíbit the rate of exchange

(t, ,^ = 240 days).Ll¿

A satisfactory explanation for the appeararrce of the pH "profile"

for the Ln-EDTA complexes is that in the pH-independent. region we have

only one species, Ëhe "normal" EDTA complex (i.e., EDTA 6-coordinated

plus ín addition rrxrt vraËer molecules) . At lower pH , formation of a

proËonat,ed specíes, Ln(II.EDTA) (0H2),.r rnust be taken into consideration.

There have been several reports in the literature on the existence of

proËonated (or acid) Ln-EDTA complexes. Table 3 gíves a summary of

some of the formation constants that have been determined for the fol1-

owing equilibrium :

Ln(EDTA)ld + H+ 

- 

Ln(H'EDTA),.'49. - 4q.

KH= [l.n(s.EDrA)1/( [Ln(EDrA)-] [H+] ).

[ 11]
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TASLE 3

Stability constants for the formation of

proËonaËed lanthanide - EDTA complexes.

Ln
Conditíons

(teurp. ("C) , u) loe K--ft Method Ref.

La

il

40"

2oo, 0.1

25", 0.1

20", 0.015

20"

20", 0.015

20" , 0.015

20' , 0.015

20", 0.015

20o, 0.ol-5

20", 0.015

2O" , 0.015

20" , 0 .01-5

20o, 0.015

20" , 0.015

40"

400

4

2

2.2

2.5

3

3.7

2.6

2.6

2.7

2.6

2.8

2.7

2.8

2.6

2.7

2.5

2

2

N.M.R.

poË.

elect.

pot.

po1.

Pot.

PoË.

Pot.

Pot.

Pot.

pot.

Pot.

Pot.

pot.

Pot.

Pot.

N.M.R.

N.M.R.

63

64

65

66

67

68

66

66

66

66

66

66

oo

66

66

66

63

63

Ce

Nd

tf

il

Sm

Eu

Gd

Tb

Dy

IIo

Er

În

Yb

Lu

tt

Y

* 
Method of measurement:

e1ect. = electromigration, pot.

N.M.R. = nuclear magnetic

= pot.entiometric, and poI.

resonance,

= polarographic
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The most extensive work reported is that of Kolat and

Powell (66) , who "roughly" determined Kg for eleven of the lanthanides,

and found Kg to remain fairly constanË across the series. In spite of

Ëhe lack of good equílibrium constants for the protonated Ln-EDTA

complexes (as evidenced by disagreement of values found in Table 3 ) ,

an attempt will be made to give a quantitatíve explanatíon for the ob-

served pH behavior of the oxygen exchange of the Pr- and Er-EDTA com-

plexes. In order Ëo perform a kínetic analysis of the rate data, it

I¡ras assumed that the observed rate of oxygen exchange, R, ra/as due to

ËÌ,Io species only, namely, the normal complex, LnY, and the proton-

ated complex, LnIfY; then the rate data can be expressed in terms of

contributions from these two processes:

li-2l RÈor =fl'y(nrr.¿) + fl'gy(RL.rHy) = Rlrry'+ RL'H''

where flrry = fractíon presenÈ as "normal" complex ( LnY ) , \,rry =

rate of exchange of the species LnY , eËc.

A Èreatment of the observed data Ín this way gives a calculated

raËe, Rtot , whích provídes a reasonable fít to the experimenËal rat.es

of oxygen exchange as shown in Figs. I and 9. The values for R rr" of

-12.4 x 10-/ g-atoms oxyger, 1-1"-1 and 2.0 X 10-8 g-aËoms oxygen 1-1"-1

for Pr and Er respectively were evaluated from the t'plaËeau" or pH-

índependent regions of Fíg. 7 (where presumably, only the normal complex

is present, that is, fl,,y = 1 ). The rates of exchange used for the

proËonated complex"", RLrrHy , \,rere 1.4 X tg-5 g-atoms oxygen l-1s-1 and

L.0 X 10-5 g=¿¿oms oxyger, l--1"-1 for Pr and Er respectively. The values

selecËed for the protonat,ion constants, namely , 25 (Log KH = 1.4) and

18.8 (1og K" = 1.3) for Pr and Er respectively are not unreasonable in

the ligtr-t of some of the. reported, values ( Tabl-e 3 ) . It ís interesting
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Fig. 8

Resolution of Èhe raËe of oxygen exchange

for the Pr-EDTA eomplex. The computed

-llrates ( RËot= Rpry * Rprtty, see text )

consist of solid and broken curves and

-G índicates the experimenËal values
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Fig. 9

Resolutíon of the rate of oxygen exchange

for the Er-EDTA complex. The computed

râl-êq I R = rl Ir --tot -iEry * RErHy, see text )

consíst of solid and broken curves and

+ indicates the experimental values
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that (on the basis of this type of an analysís) protonation of the

complexes leads effectively to an equalization in Êhe rate of oxygen

exchange for the tr,¡o dif ferent lanËhanide complexes.

Possible mechanisms for the trvo pathways for exchange postulated

in eq. 12 may be represenËed by :

Ãn Ln

/ \ /\
r.,?r i ? +H2o* --+ T' i -Hzo,exchange
Lrrl | | I IcH2-c-o cHZ-1-g*H

i"
for Ëhe pathway involving the normal complex, and by :

/\ /"ñ tfi + H2o* ------> T 1" - Hzo, exchangerl4llll +rrcHr-g-6H CH2-C-O*H

ó"

for the pathway ínvolving Ëhe proËonated complex.

Litt1e has been said regarding the naLure or sÈructure of the

proËonated complex. In eq. 14, the carboxyl group is represented as

still bonding to the central Ln ion, in spite of protonation. Kolat and

Powell (66) have suggested that the presence of an acidíc hydrogen in

EDTA chelaËes does noË necessarily require Ëhat the protonâted carboxyl

group leave the coordination sphere of the metal ion. Experimental

evidence in supporË of this contention is provided by HoarCrs crysËal struct-

ure deterrninations on crysËals of LaHY'7HZ} (52). He found the EDTA in

this eornpound Èo þs sexadent.ate even Ehough an acidic hydrogen was

presenË.,

llampered as one is by a lack of precise informaËion on the
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forrnation constants for the protonated complexes , the description given

above seems adeguate. Tn any everit, the observed dependence on pH of

the rate of oxygen exchange for the Pr- and Er-EDTA complexes is in

qualítative agreement wiËh the coflìrnon viewpoínt ( as expressed by

Krumholz (26) ) that the l:1 Ln-EDTA complexes "exist in aqueous soluË-

ion in the pH range of about 4 to 11 as ions of the type LnY- ( Y stands

for the tetravalent anion of EDTA) . At lower and at higher pH values,

respectively, fornation of the protonaËed species, LnlfY, and of the

hydroxo complex, tnYOtt2l must be Èaken into consideration."

(íi) EffecË of íonic síze

The results of an investigation of the effect of the síze of the

ionic radius on the raËe of oxygen exchange for a majority of the Ln-

EDTA conplexes are given in Table 4. The pH selected for this sËudy was 5,

since according to the pH-dependence results discussed ín the previous

secËíon , one would expecË thaË the rate of oxygen exchange at this pH

is mainly due Ëo the normal Ln-EDTA complex species. According to the

remarks ín the ínÈroduction of Ëhis Ëhesis , one would expect a priori

ËhaÈ the rate of oxygen exchange of complexed EDTA show a rather regular

increase with decreasing ionic radius. The only report in the líterature

( to the best of my knowlege ) regarding Ln ions as catalysts for oxygen

exchange is in support of the preceding prediction. GoÈo (69) has found

that Ëhe exchange reactÍon of oxygen atoms beËrrreen lactgse and water ís

enhanced in the presence of lanthanide ions ( r,"3* , C"3*, Nd3*, and Er3*)

and that the raËe enhancement increased with decreasíng ionic radíus

( consistent with his proposal that the íons coordinate Ëo the OH group
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TABLE 4

the size of Ëhe

oxygen exchange

al

cenÈral Ln-' ion

of complexed EDTA at

T

(Â)
Ln

I Lr,3+ ]
(moles ,

1-')

EDTA ] Ë" r^1 Lt¿MOICS
1-1) (days)

R
( g-atoms. 

1

oxygen l-rs-t)

r
t
(

La

Pr

Nd

Sm

Eu

Gd

Tb

Dy

Ho

Y

Er

Yb

1_.061

1.013

0.995

0.964

0.950

0.938

o.923

0.908

0.894

0.88

0.881

0.858

0.0098

0.0105

0.0096

0.0104

0 .0100

0 .0109

0.0100

0 .0106

0.0109

0.0105

0.010s

0 .0109

0 .0094

0.0100

0 .0090

0 .0100

0.0095

0.0106

0 .0095

0.0101

0.0105

0.0100

0 .0100

0.0105

4.10

2.67

2.67

3.66

4.70

6 .85

10.3

L6.2

23.0

28.5

30.4

32.9

1.56 x 10-7

2.40 x LO-7

2.40 x I0-7

L.75 x LO-7

1.36 x 10-7

-R9.36 x 10 -

-R6.22 x LO '

3.96 x l-0-8

2.78 x 10-8

2.25 x LO-9

2.1i- x 10-8

-R1.95 x 10 -

* Crystal

Ref. (30) and that

radÍi for the trivalenÈ lanthanide ions are from

for Y3* ís fron Ref. (77).
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of lactose and causes an electronic displacement which loosens Ëhe

C-OH bond and errhances the exchange reaction). However, the trend

observed in the present study (Fig. 10) is, in fact , exactly opposite.

Perhaps a possible explanatíon for the trend ín R (Fig. 10) resides in

the very nature of the complex itself. The Ln-EDTA complex ín aqueous

solution can be classed as a mixed complex ( i.e. íË contaj_ns tv¡o

different ligands rvithin Ëhe meËal ion's primary coord.ination sphere;

ín thís case EDTA and "x" $Iater molecules). The possible ímportance of

a mixed complex in metal ion catalysis was referred to ín the inÈroduct-

ion ( page 5) . AlÈhor-rgh a large number of investigators have admitËed to

the possibility that the nucleophile rvhích íniËiates the reactíon is also

attached to Ëhe metal ion ( see, for example , Ref. 70 and comments

therein ), good evidence for such a mechanism has only recently been

províded by Buclcingham's study (Zf1 of the hydrolysis of glycine esters

(NI{2CH2CO2R) in Co(en)Z(Br) (NH2CII2CO2F.)2*. rhi" reaction was explained

in terms of trvo pathways, one involvíng external attack by a hydroxide

ion, and Lhe other occurring by ínternal attack on the coordinated ester

by a coordinaÈed OH group. There is experimental evidence that the

mechanisms of various enz)rme processes involve the formation of a

mixed complex between the enzyme and both reactants ( see, for example r(72)

Benderrs study of enzymaËíc catalysis by o-chyrrotrypsin ). In the present

study then , iL is possible that the Ln3* ions vrhíle renderíng the

carbonyl carbon more susceptible to aÈtack, mây also províde the water

molecule as the nucleophile. In this respect, the close resemblance

beËween the progression of R (Flg. 10) and AS (Fig. 3) vs. L/r is also

signif icant. Rather than to regard the close sirnilarity of these t\^ro

curves as fortuiËous, I propose that they are complementary evidence
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Fig. l-0

Effect of the size of the central Ln3* ion

on Ëhe raËe of oxygen exchange at pH 5 and 104"C.
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f.or a coordination number change in Èhe Ln-EDTA complexes due Ëo the

"lanthanide conËractíon" ( i.e., the I'disconËinuíty principle" is

applícable to this study). If I adopt an explanation comparable to

that of Geier and Karlen (43), then both complex series ( í.e., Ln9 and

Lng in eq. 5 ) can again be recognized in the "plat.eau" regions, and

in the region between Sm and Er hydration equilibria occur between

t!,io types of complexes differíng in the number of coordinaÈed r¡/ater

molecules (3 and 2). To explain the observation that EÐTA cornplexed

by Pr exchanges about ten tímes more rapidly than the EDTA complexed

by the smaller Er ion, I suggest that structural effecËs are important

ín determining the 1abiliËy of the complexed EDTA, and that the

structure of the 9-coordinated mixed complex is more favorable to

reactíon than that of the 8-coordinated complex. Equilibrium constanËs

were also evaluated ( follor,¡ing the method of Geier and Karlen ) for

the hydration equilibria t4] and are summarized in Table 5. The good

agreement beËween the observed rates, Rexp, and those calculated on

basis of a varying contribuËion from B- and 9-coordínaÊed complexes

demonstraEes the adequacy of this type of an analysis. Also included

in Table 5 are Ëhe equilíbrír:m constants, K" , as determined by Geier

(43) and KosËromina (47); the values obtained from the rate daËa are in

reasonable agreement consideríng Ëhe differences in conditions (tenp-

eraËure, ionic strength) and methods of evaluation.

According to Ëhe explanation for the raËe data offered above,

one would expect that it should be possible to correlate Ëhe rate of

oxygen exchange for the various complexes with the entropy data.

Let A^S = ASL' ASp, , where ASL', = entropy change
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TABLE 5

Equilibrium constanËs for Ëhe proposed hydraEion equilibria t4]

Ln fB K" = fr/f9
R9' Rtot* *"*o

10-7 g-atoms oxygen t-1"-1)

RB'

(x

Sm

Eu

Gd

Tb

Dy

Ilo

Er

Y

0.29

0 .47

0.66

0.81

0.91

0.96

0.99

0.99

0.41 (0.2)a

o.Be [Î:]ìþ
L.g4 (L.Ða

4.26 (10)a

11.1

24.0

99 .0

99 .0

0.06

0.09

0. l_3

0. 16

0.18

0.19

0.19

0.19

L.70

L.27

0.82

a.46

0.22

0 .09

0.02

0.02

L.76

1.36

0.95

0.62

0.40

0.28

0.2L

0.2L

L.75

1. 36

0.94

0.62

0.40

0.28

0.2L

0.22

+' fB = fraction of complex in B-eoordinated form.

" R"f.(43)i H = 0.1, 20"c.

b *"f.(47)i il = 1.0, 70oC.

RtoË = Rgt + R9' = fgRg + f9R9 , where R-9 and

obtained from the plaËeau regions of Fíg. 10; R9 = 2.40 x 10-7

oxygen 1-1"-1 and R, = 1.95 x 10-B g-atoms oxygen 1-1"-1.

R, were

g-atoms
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for Irn-EDTA complex formation reaction ( eq. 3 ); data is that obtained

by Mackey, Powell, and Spedding (44).

Again, assume : '

[15] R = 19(R9) + fB(RB) = (l-f8)(R9) + f8(R8),

where, fg = ^AS/(ASy¡-ASpr) 
= cAAS; c =(asvb- Aspr)-r.

Then,

t16l R = R9 c(Rg-RA)AAS

According to eq . L6, a plot of the observed rate of oxygen

exchange, R , vs. the AAS change for Ëhe corresponding complex, should

give a línear plot wíth an intercept equal to R9 and a slope equal to

(R9-Rg) / (^sv¡-^spr) = 2.2x 10-7g-atomsoxygerrl-1"-1 / L7.B

e.u. = L.2 x 1-0-8 g-atoms oxyger, 1-1"-1 "..t.-1. A reasonable straíght-

line plot was obtained ( Fig. f1 ) givíng a slope of 1.1 x 10-8 g-atoms

oxygen 1-1"-1 ".,r.-1 and an intercepË oÍ. 2.1 x 10-7 g-aËoms oxygen 1-1"-1.

A correlation of Lhis type is to be expected if the rate and entropy

changes for some of the Ln-EDTA complexes ín the middle of the series

do, ín fact, reflect changes in the structure of the complexes.

The behavior of ytËrium in Fig. 10 is r¡orth noting. Although

Y is not a Ërue lanthaníde , Èhe rate of oxygen exchange for EDTA

complexed by the Y3* ior, falls in the posiÈion expected from a consid-

eration of its radíus. However, I am unahle to reconcile the behavior of

La r,rÍthin this scheme.

In conclusíon, the raËe of oxygen exchange of the Ln-EDTA

complexes appears to be sensitive to changes ín the primary coordin-

atíon sphere with respect Ëo hydratíon; and the observed
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Fig. 11

Correlation of the rate of oxygen exchange

for the Ln-EDTA complexes with the entropy

change AS accompanying their complex

formatÍon in aqueous solution.
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trend ( Fig. 10 ) is evj-dence (admittedly indirect) for a change in the

coordination number of the Ln-EDTA complexes.

3 - 3 Oxygen Exchange betrveen l^Iater and EDTA complexed by Th(IV)

Thoríum, a member of the actínides, has an ionic radius

( 0.96 Â (73) ) for íts common tetravalent cation whích is very

símilar to that of Sm3* ( 0.964 Â ). e study of Ëhe oxygen exchange

behavior of the Th(TV)-EDTA complex is of interesË in that ít should

gíve some indication of the influence of the charge of the central

metal ion upon the raËe of exchange of complexed EDTA.

Th(EDTA) .2H2O has been ísolated as a ¡¿hiËe , irridescent,

difficultly soluble, crystalline compound (74). Much of our present

understanding of the Th(IV)-EDTA-H2O sysÈem sËems from the potentio-

metric study made by Bogucki and Marrell (75) in 1958. Their study

indicated that at pII < 5.5 the predomínant species present is the normal

hydrated 1:1 metal chelate compound, Th(EDTA) (0H2)2 , r.rÍth a formarion

constant of 1.6 x L023 at 2O"C (6+¡. The normal comÞIex is considered

Ëo have a square Archimedian anËiprism structure C75) in which the EDTA

is sexadenËate and the remaining two coordination positÍons are occupíed

by water molecules. At higher pH values the normal complex apparently

loses a proton to form a hydroxo eomplex :

[ 17]
Th(EDrA) (oH2)2 : rh(EDrA) (oHz) (oH)- + H+

\l = 9.L2 x l-o-8 ( 25'c¡ u = 0.1 )

i,¡hích undergoes an ol-ation reacÈion :

,-
2 rh(EDrA) (0H,) (ott¡- 

- 

rh2(EDTA)r(oH)i + 2 Hzo
tlSl t.a 

L 2

Kð.= 2.oo x l-04 ( 25'cr tl = 0.1 )
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Êo form a dímeric hydroxy bridged species. They were unable to anaLyze

Ëheir data beyond pH-7, but predícted the possible presence of a

dihydroxo species and other olaËed forms such as a trinuclear Èri-

olate chelaÈe.

A mass balance requires Èhat:

lrh4+lror = lrh(EDTA) (oH2)21 + [rn(EDTA) (oHz)(oH) ] +

2 lrtLz(EDrA) 2@u7 11

where from equations 17 and 18 above,

119I lrh (EDIA) (oI{2) (ott¡ -1 = Kh lrh (EDTA) (oHù z] / [H-] ,

and

EDIA) 2@n12-1 = *u 4 [rh(EDrA) çour)12 / lt:+]z,

thus,

lzLl
lrn4+lror = [rh(EDrA) (oHù | ( t * rtr / tH+] )

+ 2 [rh(EDrA) (oH2)2]2 ( ru rfr / tn+12 ).

Solving the above quadraËic equation for ITh(IEDTA) (OHr)2J at

various pH values and a given total thorium concentratíon , [Th4+]tot,

aIlows one to calculate the fractÍon of each species (normal, hydroxo,

and dimer) present aË a given pH. The distribuËion of Èhe various species

asafunctionofpHispresentedinFig.1-2(for[rr,4+]
cot

The results of a study of the rate of oxygen exehange of the

Th-EDTA complex in the pH region 2 - 9.5 are Þresented in Table 6

and are shown graphically in Fig. 13 together wÍth some daËa for the

raËe of oxygen exchange of "free" or uncomplexed EDTA. Evidently, Th4*

has a very marked effecÈ on the rate of exchange over the entire pH

range studied; for example, at pH 8 the complexed EDTA exchanges as



TABLE 6

pH dependence of the rate of oxygen exchange

betr¿een r^rater and EDTA complexed by the Th4* ion at lO4oC
tl

([Th+-] = 0.0104M,IEDTA] = 0.0104M)

pH
Ël /t

(min)

Þ

(g-atoms oxygen t-1"-1)
- loSrOR

2

J

4

4.5

5

6

7

8

9

9.5

12.5

L7 .0

L7 .7

19.5*

2L.0

43.0

64.0

84.0

350

420

7.39 x

5.43 x

5.23 x

4.74 x

4.40 x

2.L5 x

L.44 x

1.10 x

2.64 x

2.20 x

10-

10-5

10-5

10-5

10-5

10-5

10-5

10-5

10-6

l0-6

4.L3

4.27

4.28

4.32

4.36

4.67

4.84

4.96

s.58

.f.oo

* this run \,ras

EDTA in label1ed water.

carried out by dissolving unlabelled
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Fig. L2

RelaÈíve concenËration of Th-EDTA

chelates as a function of pH , for
t,+

[Th-']rot = 0.01 M.
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Fig. 13

pH dependence of the rate of oxygen exchange

for uncomplexed ("free") EDTA and EDTA

complexed by fh4+ at 104 oC ; 0.01 M

( 'O are Ëhe experimental poínts for

the Th-EDTA-Tiron mixed ligand complex )

( note that Ëhe ordinaËe is a negative

1og ploÈ of the rate )



"freø" EDTAH

Th - EDTA

pH
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much as 1000 tirnes more rapídly Ëhan Ëhe uncomplexed EDTA.

A kinetic analysís of the rate data was made by assuming that

in the pH region 3 - 7 Ëhere are only three species pïesent, namely,

Th(EDTA) (oH2)2, Th(EDTA) (OH2) (On¡-, and rh2(EDrA) 2@Ð:- , and rhar

only the normal and dimer speeies are kinetically i*polarna, i.ê.,

t22l Rror = kn [rh(EDrA) (oï)fl + kd [rh2(EDrA) z@Ðf,-]
I _l

A value for kr, ( = 4.70 x 10-' s-' ) was obtained from the results

in the pH 3 - 4 region where from Fig , L2, the normal comprex ís the

major eheLate present.. The concentraËions of the normal and dimer

complexes were calculated at dífferent pH values using equatÍons

19, 20, and 2L. 
^value 

of 2.40 x t0-3 "-l ".l..red for ku gave

calculated rates of exchange which are consistenË with the experimental

raËes (Fig. 14). fnis type of kinetic analysis \À?as not applicable beyond

pII I ( Fig.14 ). A possible explanatíon of Ëhe departure of Ëhe meas-

ured rate from an expected plaÈeau in the region B - 9, is ËhaË ín

this regíon, a dihydroxo complex , Th(EDTA)(on)I-, o, some other hydroly-

si.s product(s) is (are) formed.

The slight increase in the raËe of oxygen exchange at pII 2 may

be due to the appearance of a protonated complex

If Th(IV) is assumed Ëo have a coordination number of eight in
solution, then in the case of the 1:1 complex of Th(rv) and EDTA,

the sexadenËate EDTA cannot fill more than six coordinaËion sites of the

Th(rv), 1-eaving two free coordination sites. carey, Bogucki, and MarÈel1

(76) found that suitable bidentate lígands ( such as Tiron ) could fÍll

the Èr.ro vacant sites on the 8-coordinated Th(EDTA)(oH2), complex Ëhus

prevenËing the hydrolysís and polyurerÍzaÈion tendencies which are
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Fig. 14

Resolution of the raËe of oxygen exchange

for EDTA complexed by th4+. The computed

raËes ( Rro, = 4nr(yz) (onz) * *rn(v) (onr),
see text ) consist of solÍd and broken

I

curves and -Ç- indicates the experímental

points ( with an uncertainty in R of ! S Z

and in the pH of + 0 .2 pH unirs ).
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characteristic of the normal complex. For example, they found no

hydrolysis for the Th-EDTA-Tíron míxed ligand complex even at a pH as

high as 11.

In an attempÈ Ëo assess the imporÈance of water molecules

within the primary coordínation sphere of the metal ion ( i.e. , Ëhe

mixed ligand or orientation effect), a study of Ëhe rate of oxygen

exchange of the Th-EDTA-Tiron mixed chelate v¡as made. Results for thís

ínvestigation are presented in Table 7 and plotted in Fíg. 13. Carey,

Boguekí, and Martell report the following equilibrír:m constants for the

Th-EDTA-Tiron mixed complex :

l23l trh(y) (HA) 3-l / ( trh (y) (A) 
4 I tn+l ) = 2. BB x

and

lz4l trh(y) (A)4-l i (trh(y)l tA4-l ) = 2.51 x 1013

L-
vrhere A' represent.s the tet.ravalent anion of Tíron.

From equarion 23 above, ar pH 5 tTh(y)(HA)3-l/tTh(y)(A)4-l =

0.288 r or - 20 7. Ls present as tlre monoproronated. chelatg Th(y) (HA)3-,

and- 80 % as the "normal" mixed lígand chelaËe, Th(y) (A)4-. The

corïesponding fractions calculaËed for pH 6 are -3% and - 97Z respecx-

ive1y. The stabilíty consËant of eq.24 above is defined ín terms of

on1-y the Tiron that is presenË as the completely dissociaËed form , A4-.

The Tiron, however, will be present toËally as A4- only ín strongly

alkaline soluËion aË a pH > 13. At l-ovrer pH values Êhe uncombined Tíron

wÍ11- be present also in its protonated forms, il3- and H"A2-. These forms

will vary in their amounËs according to the pH of the solution. To

account for this competition of Drotons for Ëhe ligand, the stability

f0 (25"C , ir = 0.1)

(25"C,u=0.1)
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TABLE

Oxygen exchange between

ligand complexes and water at

Th-EDTA-Tiron mixed

104"c ( tTh4+l =o.o1o4M)

Th: EDTA: Tiron

Molar Ratio
pH

"/,(nin)

R

(g-atoms oxygen t-1"-1)
_ IosroR

1

1

1

1

5

5

6

7

1:1

1:2

I : l-.1

1 : 1.1

103

238

385

425

8,96 x

3.88 x

2.40 x

2.L7 x

10-6

10-6

1o-6

l-0-6

s .05

5.4L

5.62

5.66
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constants under the actual solution conditions must be calculated, and

the resulÈíng constant is called the apoarent, condítional, or effectíve

stability constant,

"rpp = trh(y) (A) 4-l / ( trh(y) I tA*l ) ,

where [A*] denotes the total conèenËration of Tiron not combined vrith

the Th4t ion. From the dissociation constants for Tiron, Krpp r."

calculated Èo be -lo3 at pH 5 and -105 at pH 6. Thus, ar pH 5 there

ís some uncertainty as ro rhe species present ( Th(y)(HA)3- or Th(y)(A)4-

and as to the amount of "free" Th(Y) present which could account for

Ëhe exchange. For this reason an excess of Tiron vras used at pH 5

and the observation that the rate of oxygen exchange decreased further

( Table 7 ) ís consisËent \^iith íncomplete fornatíon of the mixed ligand

chelate in the case where Tiron \nras not in excess ( 1:1:1 molar rati-o).

At pH 6 .and pH 7, where Ëhe Th(Y) is more likely Ëo be complerely

tied up by the Tiron, one observes ( Ftg. 13 ) a similar rate of

exchange when Th, EDTA, and Tiron are mixed in near stoichiomeËric

amounts ( Table 7 ). The rate of exchange of the Th-ÐTA-Tiron mixed

complex is very símilar to that observed in the Th-EDTA-H2o system in

Èhe pH 9 - 9.5 regíon ( Fig. 13 ). It is tenpting to propose that the

predomínant chelate in the pH 9 - 9.5 region is the dihydroxo complex,
,-

Th(EDTA) (Oä¡; , ( as \,ras suggested earlíer ) then one might expect the

díhydroxo and mixed ligand complexes to behave in a similar manner

wiÈh respect to oxygen exchange. fn each case the secondary ligand
-"- ( ;J . ) or ligands ( OH- ) replaee the trüo \,raËer molecules initially
-\,/

presenË ín the prinary coordinaÈion sphere of the Th(IV) ion, and thus
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account for the sizeable increase in ,L/z from - 17 min for the

Th(EDTA) (OH")e complex ro - 3BO min for Th(EDTA) (Tíron) 4- o,!L
t_

Th(EDTA)(ott¡' rt ís difficult to establish unequivocally that rhe

observed ¿""1".". of the rate of oxygen exchange upon formation of

a mixed lígand chelate ( Fig. 13 ) is due to the cancellaËion of the

oríentation effect. since the negatíve1y charged Tiron anion , Ã4-,

reduces Èhe effective charge of the Th-EDTA complex, iË is possible

that the inÈroduction of the Tiron ligand into the coordination sphere

of the Th(EDTA) (oH2), complex will reduce Èhe catalyric effecr of the

Th ion due to a reduction of the polarization effect. It is ímpossible

to determine from Ëhe available information v¡hich of these two effects

account for the diminution of the raËe of oxygen exchange.

J-+ Oxygen Exchange Between Transitíon Metal - EDTA Complexes

and hrater

A preliminary investigation of the rate of oxygen exchange

for EDTA complexed by a few bÍvaIenË transition metal ions ( crr2*, Ni2*,
)+

and zn- ) is reported in Table B. Evidently the order of reactivity

of the metal chelates does not correlate with- the strengËh of the metal-

ligand bonds ( if the stability constants for complex formation with

EDTA ( 1o916 K = 18.80, 18.62, and 16.5 for cu, Ni, and. zn respecrively

aË 20oC and ¡r = 0.1 (64) ) can be regarded as a measure of this strength.)

Brief mention was made in the inËroducËion of the lack of

agreement among various researchers on Èhe strucÈures that metal-EDTA

complexes adopt ín aqueous solution . Contradietory reports on the nature
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TA3LE 8

RaËe of oxygen exchange betr,¡een bivalent transition
metal - EDTA complexes ( = 0.01 M ) and vrater at I00oC.

Metal

ion
t', t.,nlIY"

Radius* Electron

( .q ) Configrn.

cu2* 5 t5 days 0.72 (Ar) 3d9

" 7 24 d'ays rt tr

zn2* 5 42 ð,ays 0.74 (Ar) 3d1o

NÍ2+ 5 400 days 0.69 (Ar) 3d8

" 2 5hrs rt rt

* from Table II (p.292) of Ref. (31).
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of these complexes abound in the liËeraÈure ( see, for example, the

survey urade by Garvan (31) ) and opínions tend to oscill-ate from one

extreme to the other. I,IiËh the exception of co(rrr) (78), ít is not

known whether the coordínation potential of EDTA in these complexes is

utilized to the fullest extent. A recent vier¿point of EDTA complexes

of bivalenË cations including coz+, Ni2*, cu2*, and pb2+ ( and one

which appears to have gaíned some accepËance (34) ) is that offered by

Higginson and Samuel (32). Their explanation is a compromise of exi-sting

views that Ëhe complexes are either of the aquoquinquedentate form :

M(Yv) rcH2)

or the sexadentate form :

M(Yvi)

(I{ere the subscripËs v or vi indicaËe the chelation number of the

EDTA (Y) ( or the number of donor groups of Ëhis ligand which are

coordinaÈed to the meÈal íon (M) ) ; N O represenÈs the NCII2CO2-

and l[,-1,,¡{ the NCH2CH2N linkages of EDTA. ) Higgínson and Samuel

consíder an aqueous solution of Èhese complexes to consist of a

mixËure of the above tr¿o f orms , i. e. :

l25l M(Yv) (OH2) 
= - 

M(Yvi) + HzO

From an interpretation of the results of a study of the stability

constants for mixed complex formaÈion in aoueous soluÈion between the
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¡'etal-EDTA complexes and various unidentate ligands ( e.g. NCS-, N3 ,

c5H5N' and NH3), they found thaË Ëhe proportions of the parent metal-
EDTA eoniplexes in the sexadentate form ( M(yvi) ) at 2soc and ¡r =
1 are : Co(Ir), 76 t 2 %; NL(rI), 75 !2 %; Cu(Ir) , 62 t 2 %; and

Pb(rr), 70 lLL 7". Recently, Granr,Dodgen, and Hunr (34) have used
l7o-twn to investigate the structure of Ni(ïr)-EDTA complexes ín
aqueous solution. rn the pH 6-7 region, they were able to account for
their observed paramagnetic shift and line broad.ening data by adopting

the Higgínson and samuel model for the Ni(rr)-EDTA complex ( i.e.
eq' 25 )' using a value oL 75t3 7. for the proportion of the sexadentate

complex ( Ni(Yví) ) and a value or. * 2.9 kcal *ol-1 for the aH of
the equílibrium (equation 25), rhey were able to fit theír data. At

PH 2.2 GranÈ s! aI. (34) obtained resulÈs which confirmed earlrer
proposals (79'80) that in thís pH region a protonated complex is
formed having the srrucLure of the aquoquinquedentate ( M(yv) (oH2) )
complex wíth protonation of the free carboxylate arm.

0n the basis of our presenË understanding of the Ni- , cü-,
and Zn-EDTA complexes in aqueous soluËion, can a satisfactory rationale
be given for the observed rates of oxygen exchange ? rlhy, for exampre,

does EDTA cornplexed by the Ni2f ion ( with an ionic rad.ius comparable

to that of cu2* and, zn2* ) exchange so much s.ore slowly than the EDTA

complexed by rhe cu2* and zn2* íont ( Tabi.e g ) ? rr is possible

according to Êhe Higginson and samuel rnodel ( .q. 25 ) that the cu_EDTA

complex exchanges much more rapidly than Èhe Ni-EDTA eomplex because

ft conËains a larger proportion of ( the kínetically irnportant )
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aquoquinquedenËate complex. unfortunately, Higginson and samuel (32)

did not determine the proportion of Èhe Zn-EDTA complex in the sexa-

dentaËe forrn.

There is a very d.ramatíc íncrease ( ro3-ro4 ¡ ín the rate

of oxygen exchange for the Ni(rr)-EDTA complex on proceeding frorn pH

5 to pH 2 (Table B). presumably at pH z, the protonated eomplex is
responsible for the observed rate of exchange.

The interpreËaËions offered above for the observed raËes

of oxygen exchange for the cu-, Ni-, and Zn-EDTA complexes (Table g)

are subject Èo a fair amount of uncertaínty. c1ear1y, there is a need

for further study of the oxygen exchange behavior of these and other

Ëransition metal - EDTA complexes.
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SUMMARY

rn order to charactexLze the species present in complexing

systems, it is clearly desirable to use as many physical chemical

lines of attack as possible. The example of the Ln-EDTA complexes

í11usÈrates that the inÈerpretation of kinetic data for the rate

of oxygen exchange of coordinated ligands may also give an insight

inËo structural problems. variations of the raËe of oxygen exchange

for the Ln-EDTA complexes ( Fig. 10 ) may be attributed Ëo structural

changes occurring as the rad.ius of the Lrr3* iorrs decreases.

One of the chief difficulties encountered ín tryíng to
identify the speeies present ín the aqueous systems ís Ëhat there is

no unequivocal method by whieh complex structures may be deÈermined.

Although studies of oxygen exchange do not contribute direcËly Ëo a

clarificatíon, studíes of thís nature are noneËheless importanÈ, since

ansr¡/ers regarding Ëhe structures of meËal complexes in aqueous soluÈíon

may evolve from a consisÈency in inËerpretation r^riËh respect to the

various t'piecest' of inforrnation availabl-e ( e.g. Èhennodynamic, Nl"lR,

kinetic, and x-ray crysËallographíc studies ). The acquisitíon of

knowledge of the structures of complex species may be likened Ëo

assembling I'pieces" of a puzzre, all of which have to smoothly "inter-
lockt' to give a clear picture. Therefore, while the evid.ence presenËed

for a structural change occurring across Ëhe series for Èhe Ln-EDTA

complexes ( pp. 37-45 ) is not conclusÍve , anr model proposed for the

Ln'TEDTA complexes in aqueous solution musË satisfy th-e requirement that
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it be consistent wiËh the observed rates of oxygen exchange.

The object of Ëhis thesis r/ras to examine the effect of such

factors as the charge on the catíon, iËs size, and electronic scrucEure

on Èhe rate of oxygen exchange betr,¡een coord.inated EDTA and solvent
qrater. The results observed permit a discussion of the factors r+hich

ínfluence the variation of the rate of oxygen exchange.

The half-lives of exchange observed for EDTA complexed by
)Å_j+,L+,

Ca'' ( tt/z = - 240 days ), Nd'- , tr,, = 2.67 days ), and ,r+r ( tt/2

= 0-015 days ) ions ( v¡hich have inert-gas types of electronic

configurations ( (nr), (xe) 4f3, and (Rn) respecÈively ) and similar
ioníc radii ( 0.99, 0.995, and 0.96 Á. respeerivery ) ) indicare rhar

there ís a change in Èhe rate of exchange by a fact.or of.1o0 as the

charge on the caËion is increased or decreased by 1 . From FLg. 7,
,Ica'' appears to inhíbit the rate of oxygen exchange of EDTA l^Ihat is

even more surprising ( if one can assume that the rate observed at

pH 5 continues into the higher pH region where the unprotonated EDTA

aníon ís the predominant species ) is that Ëhe ÍnËroduction of a

posíEive charge into the EDTA substraËe does not promote oxygen exchange

as one would expecË according to the polarization effect ( pp . z-s ).
sÈudies on the effect of the size of the r.n3* ions on the

rate of oxygen exehange of complexed EDTA ( Fig. 10 ) and on the

effect of the introducÊion of a secondary ligand ( Tiron ) into the

primary coordination sphere of the Th(IV)-EDTA complex suggest that
the mixed ligand or orienËation effecË is of importance in determining

the l-ability of coordinated lÍgands. The metal ion appears Èo have Ëhe

dual funcÈion of coordinating þoth- Èhe substrate ( EDTA) and Ëhe
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nucleophile (Hro) and, at the same time, rendering the carbonyl

carbon more susceptíble to nucleophilíc atËack.

In Èhe light of what has been said in the introduction about

the superiority of the proton as a catalyst, iË is somer¿hat surprising

Èo find that at pH 2, for example , the Th-EDTA complex exchanges about

Èen times more rapidly than the "free" EDTA at this pH. A possíble

explanation ís that in the ligand, donor groups are in positions

l¡hich hold the metal ion close to the reaction centres. For a maxímum

polarizaÈion effect, the positive charge should be as close as possible

to the reaction centre. For a species such as H4EDTA ( which is a

major component at pH 2 (-40 %, Fig. 5 ), one has to reca11 that tv¡o

of the four proËons are on Ëhe t\..io nîËrogen atoms and are somewhat

removed from the carbonyl carbon. rn addition, one may also ascribe

( at least part of ) the high reacriviry of rhe th4+ ion ( as compared.

with the Proton ) to the ability of the metal ion to coordínate both

the substrate and Ëhe nucleophile ( a view which is consistent r¡riËh

the suggested iurporËance of mixed complexes in catalysis.)

According Eo the above remarks regarding the placemenÈ of

the positive charge of the Lewis acids ( tt+ or metal ions ), a metal

ion which could coordinate only to the nitrogen atoms of EDTA and leave

the carboxylate groups "free" to protonation, would be expecËed. to

be very effective as a catalyst. The uretal ion, in this case, would

"block" the nitrogen atolos to attack by Ëhe protons which by attaching

Èo Ëhe free carboxylaÈes would be closer to the reactl-on center.

Apparently, the Pt(rr)-EDTA complex has some of Ëhese features. Busch
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and Bailar (81) have prepared two rypes of EDTA complexes of pt(rr),

one ( pt(cl2) (H4Y)'5H2o ) ín whích rhe EDTA ís joined ro rhe pr ín

bidentate fashion through the Ewo nitrogen aËoms, and another

( pt(HZY)'31120 ) ín which the EDTA is joined in quadridenrare fashion

through Ewo nitrogen aËoms and the oxygen atoms of tr¿o carboxylate

groups. Recently Ezerskaya et. al (82) have studied the behavior of

agueous solutíons of Pt(cL)(H¿Y)'5H20 in the pH 2-10 region. They

established that the composition of the complexes and the mode of

attachmenÈ of the EDTA to Pt depends to a sígnificant extent on Ëhe pH

and chloride ion concentration. They suggested that the origi¡¿l

solution ( pH-2 ) probably contained the bidentate diaquo-complex
4f

Pt(0H2) 2G4t¡'' and Ehe quadridenËaËe Pt(HZY) complex. Afrer the addirion

of 2 equivalents of oH- ( pH-2.5 ), Èheir studies indicated thaÈ the

solution contained mainly the PË(ttrV¡ complex. The gradual neuËralízat-

ion of the third and fourth protons from the carboxylic groups in the

pH 2.5-8 region leads to the formation of pt(y)2 in which rhe EDTA ís

quadridentate. clearly, a study of the rat.e of oxygen exchange of

EDTA complexed by Pt(II) would be of inËerest.

The present sLudy r¡as rather límited if one considers the large

number of meËal-EDTA complexes available for study. A study of other

complexes such as the PË(rr) complex referred to above should prove

inËeresting. Scandium (III) (to mention another candidate for study) has

a sinilar outer electron shell configuration ( (Ar)') as the tervalent

lanthanides but a considerably smaller ionic radius ( 0.73 Â ).
A study of the raÈe of oxygen exchange of the sc-EDTA complex may give

further information about the i-nfluence of the size of the cenËral metal
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ion upon the rate of oxygen exchange of complexed EDTA.

As a result of the present study, paÈterns are beginning to
unfold wíth respect to Ëhose factors which ínfluence the reactivity of
coordinated ligands, and a continuation of work ín this area ( wiÈh

EDTA as well as other rigands such as rDA, NTA, etc. ) should provide
further insight into the role of metal ions in the reacËions of
coordÍnated ligands.
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APPENDIX

Sample R.un

Data

waËer and EDTA

0.0105 M, and

for a sËudy of the rate of

complexed. by tr3+ ( temp.

I Eor¿-180 ] = o.o1oo ) are

oxygen exchange beÈr,reen

=L04 oC,pH=5, Ipr3+]=
presented in the table below

TABLE 9

Aliquot

No.

Time

(hours)

ñ
"'f

46 / (44
ratÍo

,
+ 45) l (1-F) - locl6(1-r)

I

2

3

4

5

6

l_1.5

22.5

46.0

s8.0

64.0

84.0

0.0276

0.0251

0.0202

0 .018s

0.0173

0.0148

0. 893

0.797

0.608

0.543

0.497

0.400

0.049

0.099

o.2L6

0.265

0. 304

0.398

From equatÍon 9 of section 2 ^ Z, the quantíty (l-F) in

Tabl-e 9 is given by

1261 (1-F) = ( Rt

Substitution into the above

for R- ( deternined from a

-R_)/(Ro-R_)

expression the values 0.0044 and 0.0304

natural sauple of CO2 ) and Ro ( inítial
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1867166 ratio for Ëhe labelled EDTA ) respectivery, leads to the

sÍmpler expression :

(1-F) = 38.S ( Rr - R- )

from which the values for (1-F) in Table 9 were calculaËed. A McKay

plot of the -1og1o(1-F) values (from Table 9) vs. tiue ís shown in

Fíg. 15. The half-life of exchange (xt/ù was estímared from Ëhis

linear plot (when F = 0.5). substitution of the value obtained for
,r/, ( 64.0 hours ) expressed in seconds into equation 8 (page 18)

gave the rate of oxygen exchange ( 2.40 x 10-7 g-aroms oxygen 1-1"-1

reported in Table 2, page 29).

The coordínated EDTA rnolecule can be considered to contain

Ëwo klnds of oxygen aËom, t'carbonyltt and. t'carboxyltt. rn applying

eq. 8 to calculate the rate of oxygen exchange (R) for the Ln-EDTA

complexes, all I oxygen atoms of complexed EDTA hrere considered to

be equivalent ( Ëhat is, exchange at the same rate ) such Ëhat Ëhe

nrnber of reactíng oxygen aËoms per lítre in the coordinated EDTA was

given by B x I EDTA (rnol.s 1-1) ].
The kinetic equality of Ëhe two kinds of oxygen atoms referred

to above can be confirrned by observíng a linear McKay plot up to g7-97 %

exchange ( 3-4 hal-f-lÍves ïespectively ). unfortunately, evid.ence for

the equivalence of che oxygen aËoms in EDTA complexed by the Ln3* ions

is not conclusive, sfnce the exchange Tüas followed ( and found t.o be

1Ínear ) generally over onry L-L l/2 half-líves ( see, for example,

Fig. 15). A rígorous check is experiuentaLly inconvenient for a complex

sueh as Er-EDTA which has a t.r,, ot ea, 30 days (p. 38), however, for
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the Th-EDTA conplex whlch has relatively short half-lives of exchange

( p. 47 ), Éhis check was more readily ruade. The McKay prot for the

Th-EDTA complex r+as found. to be linear over 3-4 half-lives aË pH z, 3,

and 7, índicating that all the oxygen aÈoms in the complexed EDTA are
equívalent.

Proton N.M.R. sËudíes (63,g3) have shorrn rhat for EDTA

complexes of La, Ce, Nd, pr, Sm, and. Lu, the earboxylat.e groups of
the nultidentate ligand are rapidly coordinaËing to and dissocíating
from Ëhe metal ion. This I'oscillating" moËíon of the carboxylaËe groups

provides a mechanism by which the Ëwo types of oxygen ato'S ( carbonyl

and carboxyl ) can interchange ( at a raËe which is fasË compared with
the rate of oxygen exchange ) and, therefore, inplies that the oxygen

atoms of EDTA complexed by Èhe lanthaníde ions shourd be equivalent.
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Fig. 15

McKay plot for oxygen exchange between

water and Ëhe Pr-EDTA complex ( 0.01 M ) at

pfl 5 and 104 "C.
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